The Dark of the Sun

The inner conflicts of a mismatched band of mercenaries threatens to derail an important
mission in Wilbur Smiths dramatic adventure novel, The Dark of the Sun, set during the
Congo Crisis.The bend in the road rushed towards them, just a few more seconds. Then, with a
succession of jarring crashes that shook the whole body of the car, a burst of fire hit them from
behind. The windscreen starred into a sheet of opaque diamond lacework, the dashboard clock
exploded powdering Shermaines hair with particles of glass, two bullets tore through the seat
ripping out the stuffing like the entrails of a wounded animal. Bruce Curry is the leader of a
mercenary band with the dubious support of three white officers. His mission is to relieve a
mining town cut off by the fighting and to retrieve a priceless consignment of diamonds.
Ranged against his ill-disciplined unit are bandits, guerrillas and hostile tribes that roam the
land. But there is another, even deadlier enemy - one of his own men ...
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â€˜The Dark of the Sunâ€™ from Wilbur Smith is an action adventure novel, which is
tremendously fast paced but extremely brutal and violent in narration. This was Wilbur Smith's
second novel, and is a stand alone. I like the way Wilbur Smith writes, and it is fun reading his
novels. The Dark of the Sun Book Cover. A gendarme snatched up his rifle from where it lay
at his feet; Bruce saw him elbow his way towards the side of the truck to. The inner conflicts
of a mismatched band of mercenaries threatens to derail an important mission in Wilbur
Smith's dramatic adventure novel, The Dark of the. Curry (Rod Taylor) is a veteran
soldier-of-fortune hired by the president of the Congo for a three day mission. He and native
Congoan Ruffo.
Rod Taylor and Jim Brown must rescue civiliansâ€”and a load of diamondsâ€”in Jack
Cardiff's African actioner â€œDark of the Sunâ€•. The Dark of the Sun by Wilbur Smith. The
Congo. Situated at the heart of sub- Saharan Africa, it is a place where men die for diamonds.
For love. And for the.
artificestudios.com: Dark Of The Sun (Remastered): Rod Taylor, Yvette Mimieux, Jim
Brown, Kenneth More, Jack Cardiff, Yvette Mimieux: Movies & TV. A standalone thriller
from Wilbur Smith A gendarme snatched up his rifle from where it lay at his feet; Bruce saw
him elbow his way towards the side of the truck . The Dark Of The Sun Lyrics: In the dark of
the sun will you save me a place? / Give me hope, give me comfort, get me to / A better place?
/ I saw you sail across a. Find The Dark Of the Sun by Smith, Wilbur at Biblio. Uncommonly
good collectible and rare books from uncommonly good booksellers. Results 1 - 30 of The
Dark of the Sun by Smith, Wilbur and a great selection of related books, art and collectibles
available now at artificestudios.com Dark of the Sun / The Mercenaries (). Rod Taylor plays
Capt. Bruce Curry, a hardboiled mercenary leader in this raw, gritty action flick directed by
Jack. Discover releases, reviews, credits, songs, and more about Grave Digger - The Dark Of
The Sun at Discogs. Complete your Grave Digger collection.
Title: The Dark of the Sun Author(s): Wilbur Smith ISBN: / (UK edition) Publisher: Pan
Availability: Amazon Amazon UK. Dark of the Sun (in the UK released under the title The
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Mercenaries) is a movie directed by Jack Cardiff about a group of mercenaries sent on a
dangerous.
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